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A bond is a loan.  It has the key components which constitute to be loan.

A lender

A borrower

A principal (loan amount)

Interest rates (yield curve)

Maturity Date

- Bonds

Loans with standardize terms

Make it easier to transact (trade)

Simplify a lot of dispute during the course of transactions.

Loan bases on personal relationship, between a lender and a borrower.  Transaction can be

done only based on personal trust between the two parties.

Bond is one borrower deals with multiple lenders.  It is possible because all conditions are 

standardized. 2



Type of Bonds

Sovereign bonds – Usually issued by Central Governments with taxing authorities. Such as US

Treasury, Chinese Central Government bonds, Japanese Government bonds (JGB), Bunds (Germany),

Gilt (UK)

Local Government Bonds - Provincial bonds, US State bonds, Municipal bonds. Some of them have

limited taxing power, or guaranteed by Central Governments, Some by municipal assets, such as

power generation facilities.

Corporate Bonds - Backed by free cash flow power & corporate assets. This sector has the biggest

diversities in terms of business types, size of issues.

Novel bonds – Sharia bonds, green bonds
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Bonds trading – Seldom listed for trading purpose. But most of bonds are listed in some small, obscure

exchange such as Luxembourg, Singapore etc. The reason is to satisfy some government requirement of

certain countries that pension funds, retirement funds, insurance assets can only buy listed instruments.

Major buyers of bonds

Governments (foreign included) Banks, Insurance companies, Trust companies, Mutual funds, Hedge

funds, Pensions of big companies, Unions etc.
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How bonds issued? 

Procedures

Governments, Treasuries of State issue certain amounts of bonds, usually authorized by parliaments

or any legislative bodies. No offering memorandum required. The issues are usually purchased in

an open auction by central banks (can be domestic central banks or foreign central banks), bond

dealers, banks, fund houses. Most of the bonds are bought for interest incomes, only a few for

flipping to make tiny price spreads.

Sale of provincial & corporate bonds. Always provide offering memorandum whose function just as

a prospectus of an IPO but more emphasize on balance sheets than the P&L statements.
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How to subscribe new issues

For sovereign issues, the government treasuries would ask authorized primary dealers and foreign

governments to submit their bids and sizes to the treasuries which would decide the sizes and coupon

rates (interest rates) of different maturities. The big buyers - banks, funds, brokers would buy from

primary dealers. The retail brokers buy them from bond houses. Most of the bonds are not listed, thus

no list prices. Nowadays, many bond houses would show indicated prices for references. Retail

customers can get it for free from many internet terminals.

However, many big government debts such as US Treasury, JGB are listed and people can buy them at

listed price through internet trading houses.

Principal: The capital of bond without interest, nor commission attached. Normally, bonds traded

on net price basis without commission. That means net prices can be varied among

different dealers because there is no listed price. The bond house usually do

transactions on principal status unless specified.

Coupon Rate: The interest rate that issuers guarantee to pay on the annual basis. Interests normally

paid twice annually, but in rare occasion, can be paid quarterly.
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Maturity The bond matures and the issuer must pay back the lender (bond owner) all the

Date: principal (100%) plus any accrued interest.  Some exceptional case that the bond

holder get more than 100% Principal.  Because at the time of issue, market response

is no good and in order to attract buyers the issuer would pay premium for holding to

maturity.

Accrued Bond interests are calculated daily.  If transactions were done between interest 

Interest: paid out date, the buyers have to pay accrued interest to sellers.

Maturity: Since bonds are long term debts which normally issued with maturities of 2 years,

3 years, 5 years, 10 years & 30 years. But there are odd exceptions as well,

such as 50 years, 100 years and even perpetuals.
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Yield to All bonds (very few exception) matured at 100% of principal.  But the prices of bonds

Maturity:     vary to reflect different factors, such as general interest environments, fluctuation of

currencies, financial condition of issuers etc.

Bond holders’ return is interest income collected over the years. If bond purchased

at a discount, say 95%, the investor returns will be 100% - 95% = 5% plus interest

income. The 5% gains would be amortised over the years till the bond matured.

On the other hand if bond is purchased at premium, say 105%. The return

to the investor is negative 5% on purchased price plus interest income. Again the 5%

loss would be amortized till maturity.
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COGARD 7.250% 08Apr2026 
Corp (USD)

Country Garden Holdings Company Limited

碧桂園控股有限公司 - 2007.HK
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Price info (as at 23-8-2019)
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Bond Information
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Price & Performance Chart
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Bond Feature(s)

• Change Control Put

• Equity Call

• Issuer Call

• Make Whole Call
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Change Control Put

• Not later than 30 days following a Change of Control Triggering Event, 
the Company will make an Offer to Purchase all outstanding Notes (a 
"Change of Control Offer") at a purchase price equal to 101% of the 
principal amount thereof plus accrued and unpaid interest, if any, to 
(but not including) the Offer to Purchase Payment Date.
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Equity Call

• At any time and from time to time prior to April 8, 2023, the Company 
may redeem up to 35% of the aggregate principal amount of the 
Notes with the Net Cash Proceeds of one or more sales of Common 
Stock of the Company in an Equity Offering at a redemption price of 
107.25% of the principal amount of the Notes redeemed, plus 
accrued and unpaid interest
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Issuer Call

• At any time and from time to time on or after April 8, 2023, the 
Company may redeem the Notes, in whole or in part, at a redemption 
price equal to the percentage of the principal amount set forth below 
plus accrued and unpaid interest to (but not including) the 
redemption date if redeemed during the 12 month period beginning 
on April 8 of each of the years as indicated below.
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Make Whole Call

• At any time prior to April 8, 2023, the Company may at its option 
redeem the Notes, in whole but not in part, at a redemption price 
equal to 100% of the principal amount of the Notes redeemed plus 
the Applicable Premium as of, and accrued and unpaid interest, if any, 
to (but not including) the redemption date.
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